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MSRP excludes destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license, options and dealer
charges. Actual prices set by dealer and may vary. Kia Motors reserves the right to make
changes at any time as to vehicle availability, destination, and handling fees, colors, materials,
specifications, features, accessories, packages and models. Not responsible for typographical
and computer errors. Other options available for other trim levels. Some color, package, and
option selections may include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and
packages. All exterior and interior images and specifications contained on this website are
based on latest product information available at the time of posting and may vary slightly from
actual product. See retailer for details. The convention-breaking Rio continues to evolve,
packing new technology and smart style into a practical subcompact sedan. The Rio S trim
provides you with convenience features that keep you moving. Pair this with the optional S
Technology Package for advanced driver assistance technologies and premium services. Not all
optional features available on all trims. Some features may vary. Take a look around. The rest of
your essential controls are close within reach via the standard 8. Bold strokes and strong lines
give Rio an aerodynamic profile with modern details and just-right proportions, all sitting
stylishly on optional inch alloy wheels. Packed with new standard technology, including an 8.
Enjoy a more integrated driving experience with available UVO link. Start it up remotely and set
the perfect temperature for the road. Optional Forward Collision-Avoidanceâ€”Ped can
automatically apply the brakes if the system anticipates an immediate frontal collision with
another vehicle or a pedestrian. The optional LKA system monitors the position of your Rio
under certain conditions and may apply steering corrections if it senses you drifting outside
your lane. Optional Lane Following Assist can follow lane markings that it detects, steering the
vehicle along with the lane. The optional HBA system automatically dims the high beams when
it detects oncoming vehicles, then returns to high-beam setting once the vehicle passes. This
optional DAW system monitors the driver's actions and will provide alerts if it senses the
driver's attention level has been significantly reduced. Your actual monthly payment may be
higher than estimated here. Global Labels. Data plan rates apply. The driver's primary
responsibility is in the safe and legal operation of a vehicle, and use of any handheld devices,
other equipment, or vehicle systems which take the driver's eyes, attention and focus away
from the safe operation of a vehicle or which are not permissible by law should never be used
during operation of the vehicle. Standard 8. Available Advanced Driver Assistance
Technologies. Rio S. Rio Smart car. Big confidence. Learn More. View All Reviews Here. Strong
Silhouette. LED Lighting. Front End Design. Rear Design. Active Safety Features. MSRP
excludes destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license, options, and dealer charges.
Actual price set by dealer and may vary. Vehicles shown with optional equipment. Some
features only available as part of packages. Kia Motors reserves the right to make changes at
any time as to vehicle availability, destination, and handling fees, colors, materials,
specifications, features, accessories, packages, and models. Some color package, and option
selections may include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and packages.
Tools Hit the road. Not all incentive programs are compatible with each other. No offers
available at this time. Please contact a dealer Find a Dealer. Estimated Payments. Some color
packages and option selections may include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional
options and packages. Next Steps Request a quote now. Connect with dealers for pricing, offers
and more. Get Started. Stackla UGC Do big things. Whether going to work or having fun, share
all. Find us at KiaRio. Build Yours Test Drive. MSRP excludes destination and handling charges,
taxes, title, license, options and dealer charges. Actual prices set by dealer and may vary. Kia
Motors reserves the right to make changes at any time as to vehicle availability, destination, and
handling fees, colors, materials, specifications, features, accessories, packages and models.
Not responsible for typographical and computer errors. Other options available for other trim
levels. Some color, package, and option selections may include, exclude, or require the
purchase of additional options and packages. All exterior and interior images and specifications
contained on this website are based on latest product information available at the time of
posting and may vary slightly from actual product. See retailer for details. The stylish and
sporty Rio 5-Door was designed to pack maximum fun into a practical hatchback. And with a
refreshed design and exceptional fuel economy, fun goes further than ever before. The Rio
5-Door S trim adds key convenience features to the lively hatchback, and when paired with the
optional S Technology Package, provides advanced driver assistance technologies and
premium services that make every ride that much better. Not all optional features available on
all trims. Some features may vary. Rio 5-Door features a wide hatch opening and low lift-over
height for easier loading and unloading. Simple, strong, sculpted. Featuring a large rear window
and distinctive taillight design, the Rio 5-Door is a hatchback that looks good from all angles.
Packed with new standard technology, including an 8. This standard feature lets you send texts

verbally, receive calls, and access your favorite apps all while keeping your focus on the road
and without touching your phone. A Rear-Camera Display comes standard on the Rio 5-Door to
help see behind the vehicle while in reverse. Enjoy a more integrated driving experience with
available UVO link. Start it up remotely and set the perfect temperature for the road. The
optional LKA system monitors the position of your Rio 5-Door under certain conditions and may
apply steering corrections if it senses you drifting outside your lane. Optional Lane Following
Assist can follow lane markings that it detects, steering the vehicle along with the lane. The
optional HBA system automatically dims the high beams when it detects oncoming vehicles,
then returns to high-beam setting once the vehicle passes. The optional DAW system monitors
the driver's actions and will provide alerts if it senses the driver's attention level has been
significantly reduced. Electronic Stability Control ESC is designed to help you stay on course
during reduced traction situations. Your actual monthly payment may be higher than estimated
here. Global Labels. Data plan rates apply. The driver's primary responsibility is in the safe and
legal operation of a vehicle, and use of any handheld devices, other equipment, or vehicle
systems which take the driver's eyes, attention and focus away from the safe operation of a
vehicle or which are not permissible by law should never be used during operation of the
vehicle. Always drive safely and use caution when backing up. The Rear-Camera Display may
not display every object behind the vehicle. Always drive safely and use caution. Available
Driver Assistance Technologies. Meet Rio 5-Door. Rio, with reassurance. Learn More. View All
Reviews Here. Hatchback Utility. Flexible Cargo Space. Driver-Centric Cabin. Front End Design.
LED Lighting. Strong Silhouette. Rear Design. Active Safety Features. Trims Build your Rio
5-Door. MSRP excludes destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license, options, and
dealer charges. Actual price set by dealer and may vary. Vehicles shown with optional
equipment. Some features only available as part of packages. Kia Motors reserves the right to
make changes at any time as to vehicle availability, destination, and handling fees, colors,
materials, specifications, features, accessories, packages, and models. Tools Pack up and go.
Not all incentive programs are compatible with each other. No offers available at this time.
Please contact a dealer Find a Dealer. Estimated Payments. Some color packages and option
selections may include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and packages.
Next Steps Request a quote now. Connect with dealers for pricing, offers and more. Get Started.
Stackla UGC Do big things. Whether going to work or having fun, share all. Find us at KiaRio5.
Build Yours Test Drive. The Kia Rio sedan and hatchback are classified as economical
subcompact carsâ€”we used to call such cars "econoboxes"â€”but they're surprisingly more
sophisticated than that. So much so that we named the Rio to our Editors' Choice list. The Kia
couple shares a cabin design that exudes an elegant simplicity thanks to a smart layout and
pleasing materials. On the flip side, both of the Rios' back seats suffer from limited passenger
space and neither body style has a particularly accommodating cargo area or trunk. We're even
willing to forgive their dearth of common driver assists because the Chevy Spark and Nissan
Versa are the only rivals that offer more advanced safety features. The Rios shine with their
refined ride quality and composed handling, which help squash any stereotypes about cheap
transportation. Facing less competition than last yearâ€”due the death of the Chevy Sonic ,
Honda Fit , and Toyota Yaris â€”the Rio lineup gets a mild refresh. Based on the updates made
to the Europe-spec model , Kia's sedan and hatchback should wear subtly restyled front and
rear ends and benefit from an enhanced infotainment system. We think the several hundred
dollars that separates the base Rio LX from the S model is worth the upcharge. The latter adds a
center armrest, cruise control, rear USB outlet, split-folding rear seat with adjustable headrests,
and keyless entry. The S also has desirable options such as forward-collision warning with
automated emergency braking, SiriusXM satellite radio, LED headlights, and more. Since the
hatchback adds more cargo space and slightly better passenger volume, we'd recommend
picking the five-door Rio. The Rio is solely motivated by a four-cylinder engine that mates to a
continuously variable automatic transmission CVT. We haven't driven a Rio with this engine and
transmission, but it should be more than adequate for moving the subcompact down the road. A
nicely sorted suspension gives the Rio a pleasant demeanor on the road, offering a good mix of
comfort and agility along with a substantial feel. The last hatchback version we tested soaked
up bumps impressively well for such a small car thanks to its solid structure and well-tuned
suspension. It also does a good job of controlling body roll in corners. The numb steering
doesn't communicate as much as we'd prefer, but it is nicely weighted and precise. The EPA
estimates the Rio sedan and hatchback will earn 33 mpg in the city and 41 on the highway.
Those figures are identical to the Hyundai Accent's and slightly better than the Nissan Versa's.
We haven't had the opportunity to run the Kia sedan or hatchback on our mph highway
fuel-economy route, which is part of our extensive testing regimen , so we can't evaluate its
real-world mpg. Simplicity is the name of the game inside the Rio, and that's not a slight. In fact,

it presents a clean, easy-to-use dashboard with climate and audio controls. There is plenty of
hard plastic, but it's nicely textured, and the overall interior appearance is mature and
sophisticated for a subcompact. Space in the Kia's front seats is more than adequate, but
rear-seat passengers won't be nearly as happy due to restricted legroom. The Rio hatchback
provides more space than the sedan's trunk, but neither Kia is a good choice if you plan on
hauling lots of cargo. We were disappointed to find that the folded seats don't make for a flat
load floor in the hatch. Its center console is competitively sized, as are its door pockets. While it
doesn't have as much driver-assistance technology as some rivals, the Rio is available with
forward-collision warning and automated emergency braking. However, base models are absent
from such equipment. Key safety features include:. Kia has a well-established reputation for
impressive warranty coverage, and the Rio nearly matches its corporate cousinâ€”the
Accentâ€”at the top of the segment. However, it doesn't offer any complimentary maintenance.
More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Joey Capparella
and Eric Stafford. More on the Kia Rio. The Car and Driver Difference. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From Kia. Value reigns supreme in the subcompact class, but that doesn't
mean you need to settle for a car with bland character. The Kia Rio is priced reasonably but also
comes with a load of features and a sporty character. The Rio was redesigned two years ago,
upgraded with a more sophisticated suspension, better ride quality and classier styling. But its
strengths remained. The small cabin feels roomier than it appears at least for front passengers ,
thanks to the thoughtful interior design and intuitive control layout. The infotainment software
and touchscreen interface rate as some of the best in class, and the Rio's crisp handling and
steering make it one of the livelier subcompacts around. For , there's a new four-cylinder engine
and new transmission to go with it. The engine lost 10 horsepower, which gives us some pause.
The Rio wasn't that quick with its last engine. The Rio's previous engine felt zippy enough
around town but ran out of breath at higher speeds. We'll have to wait and see how the new
engine and transmission combination performs. In theory, the new continuously variable
automatic transmission should do a better job keeping the engine in the sweet spot of power
delivery. Other upgrades for this year include standard Apple CarPlay and Android Auto
support and a larger 7-inch touchscreen display. As its strengths remain, so, too, do the Rio's
weaknesses, namely a lack of space. There's not a whole lot of rear-seat room, and trunk space
is average at best. And while front and side airbags come standard, other safety features, such
as automatic emergency braking, are only available as options. But if these shortcomings aren't
deal-breakers, the Kia Rio still impresses with its excellent warranty, generous set of features
and nice price, even when fully loaded. The Kia Rio is a subcompact car available either as a
sedan or a hatchback Kia calls it the 5-Door. The sedan comes in two trim levels, LX and S ,
while the hatchback is only sold in S trim. The LX is powered by a 1. Standard features include
heated side mirrors, air conditioning, a height-adjustable driver's seat, a rearview camera, a
7-inch touchscreen display, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, Bluetooth, a USB port, and a
six-speaker sound system. An optional Technology package that's only available for the S trim
adds LED headlights, forward collision warning and emergency braking, Kia's Uvo eServices
communications, an upgraded driver information display, and satellite radio. Cons: It gets
blown around on the freeway, there needs to be a mode between normal and sport for the
freeway, no keyless entry or cruise on the base model. I purchased the base LX with floor mats
as the only option. All are simple, durable, and go-kart like. It get great gas mileage, and does
the trick for commuting. There's more front driver room than in my old Chevy Malibu. However,
you'll wrestle with it on the freeway. It doesn't track great about 65 mph, and gets blown around
by wind and semi-truck wake. Cruise control and big tires would help. It was one of the
cheapest new cars on the market. It's not the best at everything. The Honda Fit is roomier, but
terribly cheap on the inside and much pricier. The Ford Fiesta is way more fun to drive, but the
reliability is awful I'd own one if it didn't have such a bad transmission. The Nissan Versa is
made by Nissan. The Yaris is cool looking, but pricier. The Mirage is equally as basic and cheap,
but terrible to drive. The Spark is terrible all around. In the end, it's not the best, it's just the
perfect medium spot for price, feature and comfort. I'll be sure to drive it into the ground. Note
this is a budget car but you are also getting apple play touch screen, great for beginner drivers
to college students whom need something that fits there daily budget. I personally bought this
for my Parents whom don't like fancy gadgets in today's vehicles. This was the best buy with
less gadgets. Designed by the same German chap who designed the Audi TT coupe. Great
interior and infotainment system. Great second car for zipping around town etc. Kia Rio S gives
tremendous bang for the buck and also has excellent safety features and a wonderful warranty.
Write a review. See all 13 reviews. The Rio and the Accent are related and, besides sharing
powertrains, they have many technology and mechanical similarities. Styling could very well be
the deciding factor. The Rio's ride and handling is a bit sportier, but the Accent is more relaxed.

For seat comfort, we prefer the Rio. The Nissan Versa is a small car with a remarkably low base
price, a relatively huge back seat, a similarly giant trunk, and a plush ride quality. It also comes
with safety features beyond the Rio's standard airbags, such as automatic emergency braking
and lane departure warning. What you don't get is an engine with much refinement or power, an
engaging driving experience or an interior with any upmarket aspirations. The Rio is a better bet
unless you frequently need to carry tall passengers and their cargo. Although it's larger, the
Honda Civic gets about the same fuel economy as the Rio. Of course, you'll appreciate its larger
cargo space and roomier interior, but it comes at a price. Most important, even in its lowest trim,
the Civic is more expensive and not as fully featured as the Rio. Available styles include S 4dr
Sedan 1. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Kia Rio and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the Rio 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through
aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in
our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior,
exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Rio. Edmunds experts have compiled
a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Kia Rio and all model years in our database. Our
rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Rio featuring deep dives into
trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers
expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video
reviews and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert
car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous
testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also
regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every
day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and
whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the
best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and
then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Kia Rio. Edmunds has deep
data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level
features and specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic,
drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled
seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats
,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to
allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior
features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating,
edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Kia Kia Rio. Photos Select
year - New - New. Select a type Hatchback Sedan. Other years. Pros Sporty handling makes it
entertaining to drive Solid build quality for such a price-conscious car Long warranty coverage
for peace of mind Cons Standard equipment is a bit bare-bones No telescoping steering wheel
available Sedan has subpar cargo space What's new New 1. Unless you're on a strict budget, we
suggest springing for the top-trim S. The S can also be upgraded with the optional Technology
package, which comes with LED headlights, forward collision warning and assist, and Kia's Uvo
telematics system. Read more. Find savings on the Rio for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing.
See all Rio lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Rio. Most helpful consumer reviews 4 out
of 5 stars, Excellent commuter. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer
price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Available only on the S trim level. Rearview
Camera Helps the driver navigate into tight parking spots and avoid collisions when backing out
of spots in crowded parking lots. Automatic Emergency Braking When the system is paired with
forward collision warning, it can automatically engage the brakes if the driver doesn't react in
time. Side Impact Test Good. Kia Rio vs. Hyundai Accent The Rio and the Accent are related
and, besides sharing powertrains, they have many technology and mechanical similarities.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the Rio both on the road
and at the track. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your
new car, keep in mind that the Rio has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To
determine whether the Kia Rio is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which
come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Rio. Look for specific complaints

that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Rio's average consumer rating
to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if
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you're wondering whether the Kia Rio is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo
capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Rio is a good
car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team
Learn more. Other versions include: S 4dr Sedan 1. If you're interested in the Kia Rio, the next
question is, which Rio model is right for you? Rio variants include S 4dr Sedan 1. What do
people think of the Kia Rio? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a
robust series of ratings and reviews for the Kia Rio and all model years in our database. Our
Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. What's a good price for a New Kia Rio? Which Kia Rios are available in my area?
Can't find a new Kia Rios you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust
Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Kia Rio? Check out Kia lease specials. Sign Up. Get price.

